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IDT-WG3 software and computing
overview

Frank Gaede, Daniel Jeans, Jan Strube
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Software and Computing Subgroup (WG3)

Mandate

1. To contribute to enlarging the ILC community by bringing in new people and groups 
and facilitating the start-up of their activities.

2. To estimate and plan the computing resources needed for the ILC (space, power, 
networks, hardware, manpower on site/campus, …) and to establish software and 
computing as central topics for the pre-lab in support of the EOI/LOI process.

3. To ensure connection to and ILC representation in relevant activities beyond ILC, e.g. 
key4hep, IRIS-HEP, or in the context of the ECFA Higgs Factory study or Snowmass. 
The use of common software will facilitate the merger of the different groups after the 
selection of experiments.

4. To coordinate and request Grid resources (storage and CPU) at different Grid sites for 
ILC accelerator, detector and physics studies under the ILC VO.
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grow community

understand required computing resources

software evolution
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https://agenda.linearcollider.org/category/273/

Mikael Berggren

Taikan Suehara

Thomas Madlener

Filip Zarnecki, Jenny List

software tutorials 
newcomers → get started with physics analysis
more experienced users → gain extra powers

https://agenda.linearcollider.org/category/273/
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20 ~ 40 participants per tutorial
mix of newcomers and more experienced people

tutorials very well prepared, 
with successful hands-on examples

thanks to all lecturers!

zoom recordings (almost all) linked from the indico page
→ take a look if you missed a tutorial

We have ideas for a few future tutorials
→ open to requests from the user community
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circuit of computing groups at US labs & institutes

BNL, IRIS-HEP, LBNL, FNAL, HEP-CCE-IOS, ...

→ Inform about current situation

→ prepare for possible future contribution, 
when resources available

If you / your lab is interested to initiate a similar discussion, 
let us know

(Jan Strube)
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grow community

understand required computing resources

software evolution
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revisit past estimate of required computing resources by SiD, ILD
→ new input from ILD’s recent large full-simulation MC production

experience of distributed computing (e.g. at Belle2)

how will computing look 15 years from now?
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grow community

understand required computing resources

software evolution
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iLCSoft
Key4HEP
“Turnkey 
Software 

Stack”

→ emphasise common tools, common development
contributions from both current and future collider experiments

→ several key iLCSoft people involved in Key4HEP
→ gradual move towards new framework, 

while keeping existing tools running for ongoing analyses

for example, the event data model strongly inspired by LCIO

ILC, CLICdp, …                                    + FCC, CEPC, ...
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talks on future software directions
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summary

grow community
- tutorials for analysers, algorithm developers
- open discussion with potential contributors

understand required computing resources
- start to review previous estimates
- learn about computing trends

software evolution
- common development with nearby projects
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